CAR SIMULATOR

LAUNCHING IN THE FALL OF 2019
together with bus and long hauler

OUR MISSION
To minimise emissions, optimise efficiency and improve safety during and after operator training in construction, transportation and agricultural industries.

ABOUT US
Tenstar Simulation is a Swedish company, providing state-of-the-art educational simulators for machines and vehicles for construction, transport and agriculture. Over the last ten years more than five hundred simulators have been delivered to operator educational facilities worldwide.
CARSIMULATOR

“We take the industry’s requirements for realism seriously”

Mobile unit on wheels • 3 landscape screens • 1 rearscreen • Hanging pedals • Adjustable steering wheel unit • Signal Indicators • Manual and automatic gearbox • Three-point seat belt

TSS - Tenstar Scoring System, is based on quality, safety and economy and enables continuous follow up and feedback of the student’s progress throughout the education.

EYE TRACKING

Used to optimize learning and feedback to the student on how the student:
• uses the rear view mirrors
• identifies dangerous objects
• plan the route

The exercises are based on the industry’s education plan